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Abstract
The Role of Joint Control in the Manded Selection Responses of Non-Vocal Children
with Autism
by Joyce C. Tu
In the present study, joint control training was applied when teaching selection responses
to four non-vocal children with autis m. This study is a systematic replication of Tu
(2001). The children were two males (ages six and seven), and two females (ages twelve
and thirteen). The result showed that it was only after the joint tact/self- mimetic/sequelic
control training that the symmetrical performance of manded selection responses
appeared with no additional training.
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Introduction
In 1987, approximately one in every 2,000 children was diagnosed with Autistic
Disorder (California Department of Developmental Services, 1998). Today,
approximately one in every 250 children is diagnosed with Autistic Disorder (Autism
Society of America, 2003; California Department of Developmental Services, 1999;
Center for Disease Control and Prevention, 2001; National Institutes of Health, 2001;
U.S. Department of Education, 1999.) The statistics showed that the number of children
diagnosed with autism has increased dramatically, according to the U. S. Department of
Education (1999). The increase in autism grew approximately 172 % during the 1990s.
Autism is a developmental disorder with severe impairment in a person’s
language and social abilities (DSM IV, 1994). According to a report to the legislature
from the California Department of Developmental Services (1999), autistic disorder “is
evident during the first 30 months of life. Autistic children typically are normal in
appearance and physically well developed. Their disabilities in communication and
comprehension range from profound to normal.”
Today, treatment strategies based on the scientific principles of behavior analysis
have been proven the most effective treatment for individuals diagnosed with autism.
Lovaas and Simmons (1969) found that traditional interventions may “worsen some
psychotic behaviors,” but behavior therapy increased spontaneous social interactions and
the use of language. In addition, in Lovaas et. al. (1971), follow-up measures recorded 1
to 4 years after treatment showed that those groups whose parents were trained to carry
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out behavior therapy continued to improve, while children who were institutionalized
regressed.
The availability of behavioral treatment is still lacking in most typical and special
educational settings. This could be the result of linguistic and cognitive influences in the
educational settings. In fact, most educators believe that language is an ability that
human beings are born with, and that language is the symbolization of thought
(McDonough, 2002).
Although developmental patterns might be noted by observations in normal
children, this is not often the case with children with developmental disabilities,
specifically, children with autism. Most of the time, these children are sent to speech and
language specialists when they exhibit problems with listening or speaking skills in
educational settings. However, the effectiveness of these speech therapeutic techniques
is difficult to evaluate because most data are analyzed through introspective work,
qualitative work, individual case studies, and categories in surveys.

The only

experimental comparisons are group studies (McDonough, 2002), that do not show the
impact of procedures on individuals. Another reason for the difficulties in evaluating the
effectiveness of speech and language treatments could be the lack of connections between
research and the actual treatments. As stated by McDonough “the results of research
often fail to have any durable impact on the practice of teaching, for two main reasons.
The first is that those responsible for teaching often do not see any relevance to their
everyday world in the theories and the research results that are the researchers’ world.
The researchers are often thought to be asking the wrong questions, following up leads
that are interesting from the perspective of the research literature, perhaps, but not from
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the perspective of classroom decision making” (p.54).

Thus, an effective teaching

technique that is verifiable by scientific research methods is still needed in educational
settings.
The present study examined the effectiveness of a procedure that has been
successful for vocal children with autism in non- vocal children with autism. In addition,
the result of this study was used to analyze the relationship between the speaking and the
listening skills of children with autism.
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Literature Review
First, traditional psycholinguistic and speech/language approaches and their
problems will be examined here. Second, Skinner’s analysis of verbal behavior will be
reviewed. Next, some behavior analytical views on the relationship between the speaking
and the listening skills will be examined. Finally, joint control will be used to analyze the
relationship between these speaking and listening skills.
General Problems
Language, as defined by the psycholinguistic and speech/language approaches, is
conceptualized as the symbolization of thought, or a system of representation. As stated
by Gans (1981), “understanding language means being able to talk about, to represent, or
the act of representation itself” (p. 2). For the psycholinguistic approach, language is a
system which “allows for the labeling of thoughts in terms of physical sound so that the
thoughts may be communicated to others” (Steinberg, 1982, p. 144). In other words,
language is considered a learned code, or a system of rules that enables us to
communicate “ideas” and express “wants and needs,” and the development of language is
a result of general processes of cognitive development. “Basically, people learn to talk
because that is part of learning to think as humans do” (Hopper & Naremore, 1978, p.
125).

For the psycholinguistic approach, learning to think or gaining speech

understanding is the foundation of any speech production. As stated by Steinberg (1982),
“If a child did not first learn to understand the meaning of words and sentences, the child
would not be able to use words or sentences in a meaningful way, except by chance.
Aside from these considerations, there is empirical evidence that speech comprehension
develops in advance of speech production. Parents have always noted that children are
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able to respond appropriately to speech more complex than what the children are able to
say” (p. 143).
Psycholinguistic and speech/language approaches postulate three systems that
work together to produce language; the input system, the output system, and the symbol
system. The “input system”, or the “receptive language,” takes in information through
the senses to the mind where it is “interpreted.” The “output system,” or the “expressive
language,” includes speaking, gesturing, or writing. Finally, the “symbol system” allows
the input and the output system to work together (Gans, 1981, p. 126-130; Steinberg,
1982, p. 117-120).
The psycholinguistic approach states that the nature of language development is
based on innateness, localization, and domain specificity (Bechtel, 1996, p. 47; Steinberg,
1982, p. 117-120). Innateness is the ability to acquire a language, it is determined by
genetic factors, and is mediated by a form of neural organization said to be unique to the
human species. Localization is the ability to process language, and it describes the
specific regions of the human brain. Finally, domain specificity means that our localized
language abilities are discontinuous and separated from the rest of the mind.
Both psycholinguistic and speech/language approaches state that language
development starts at birth, and the language acquisition of all children occurs gradually
through their interactions with people and the environment. In addition, the development
of communication seems to follow a regular schedule, and communicative development
is closely tied to the general biological and cognitive development of the human animal.
For example, Messer (1994) states, “research found that infants aged between 10 and 18
months (i.e., when pointing is already present), rarely reach for objects at a distance, will
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look at the mother after or during pointing, and make fewer points if their mother is not
present. This led the researchers to claim that pointing is the result of a referential
function” (p. 63). This observation about the “referential function” led to the conclusion
that children with autism will use and respond to points related to obtaining objects, and
appear to use points in a solitary way when they do not look at adults to check their
response. Thus, “declarative pointing is implicated as an important process in the
development of communicative abilities” (Messer, 1994, p. 63). Specific language
developmental stages are also described by these approaches. For example, by age 9
months, infants are supposed to follow simple directions such as, “find the ball,” or “give
me the ball,” and by age 7-12 months, infants say their first words. During these critical
times, parents or caregivers are the significant figures who set the child’s path of
language development (Hopper & Naremore, 1978; Taylor, 1976).
The language development phenomena described by these approaches have
limited usefulness for teaching, especially children with autism. First, these approaches
often concentrate on how each developmental stage looks (e.g., by age 8 months, infants
recognize the names of some common objects, etc.) rather than how critical behaviors are
acquired. As a result, altho ugh these theorists gather extensive data through their
observations of infant behavior, this information contains very few descriptions of the
relationships between infants’ behavior and environmental factors. When causes are
addressed, psycholinguists tend to appeal to theoretical constructs to explain the
interpretations they draw from the behaviors they observe.
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Theoretical Constructs
It is a logical fallacy when theorists describe behaviors primarily to support a
hypothesis (e.g., the “mind,”) that has no independent verification. It is circular
reasoning to say that when behavior occurs at a particular age, the cause for that behavior
should be attributed to “maturation” or “developmental stages.” It is also a logical
fallacy to talk about “thought as the basis of speech understanding” or “the development
of the brain is the basis for the development of thought and language.” As stated by
Steinberg (1982), “In learning to form sounds, articulations with the mouth, tongue, lips,
vocal chords, etc., must be practiced and brought under intentional control. Brain
maturation may well be a primary independent determinant in such a case (p. 145).” This
type of circular reasoning is often seen in psycholinguistic literature. A hypothesis is
made based on a theoretical construct, and causes of behavior are attributed to this
theoretical construct, and the observed behavior is used as evidence of the construct.
When observations of behavior are used to draw inferences about the “mind,”
they are not used to study the behavior and its relationship with the environment. In
addition, the “mind” that these theories construct, if different from the brain, is beyond
space and time, and cannot be argued as either true or false. Second, the pseudoproblems constructed cannot be meaningfully addressed, because they cannot be resolved
by any known method of experiential verification (Moore, 1985).
There is also another problem when the psycholinguistic and speech/language
approaches argue that “language” is a specific skill that human beings possess. They
argue that “language” should not be confused with those behaviors exhibited by animals,
and that the form or the structure of the language should be the focus of the study
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(Hopper & Naremore, 1976; Taylor, 1976.). However, this position is countered by
recent experimental work.
A recent study done by Goldstein et. al. (2003) demonstrated that there is a strong
parallel in function between vocal precursors of songbirds and infants. In this study, it
was stated “songbird vocal development is sensitive to the responses of conspecifics.”
Two forms of social influences over songbirds’ vocal development have been found. In
what the researchers called action-based learning, “social interaction in the form of
countersinging exchanges between adult and young facilitates the retention of already
existing components of plastic song (p. 8030).” In social shaping, “selective
reinforcement of vocal precursors by social companions biases learning toward certain
vocal forms and facilitates the development of crystallized song (p. 8030).” The
researchers compared songbird vocalization with the acquisition of vocal imitation in a
study of 8- month-old human infants. There were thirty infants and their mothers in the
study. The infants were first assigned to the experimental (contingent) condition or the
yoked-control condition. Half of the mothers (contingent condition) were told to react
immediately after their infants vocalized, and half (yoked condition) were instructed via
earphones by the experimenter to respond in a similar way at the same time as the
contingent condition mothers did. The experimental procedure included a 10- minute
baseline period of unstructured play to establish initial levels of infant vocalizations and
maternal responses. Then a 10- minute “social response” period was given where the
contingent condition mothers were asked to respond by smiling and moving closer to and
to touch their infants when the infants vocalized. The yoked condition mothers did the
same, but without regard to what their babies were doing. Finally, a 10- minute
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“extinction” period was presented where mothers and infants again engaged in play with
no instructions. The results showed that the infants in the contingent condition improved
in several “infraphonogical” features of their sounds, and they increased their rate of
syllable production in the social response period over baseline levels. In contrast, the
yoked condition infants did not show changes in their rate or quality of syllable
production. Furthermore, contingent condition infants produced more syllables during
extinction than during baseline. In contrast, yoked condition infants did not change the
frequency or form of their syllables. This study then stated that imitation is usually
considered the mechanism for vocal learning in both songbirds and human infants, but
their finding “introduces social shaping as a general process underlying the development
of both speech and song.” Thus, this study showed that language is not a specific skill
that only human beings come to possess, and that the form or the structural aspects of
language should not be the focus of the study if one is interested in language acquisition.
The statements about language development made by psycholinguistic and
speech/language approaches are often contradicted by observations of the behaviors
exhibited by children with autism. It is often observed that children with autism have
significant skill deficits in the area of language/communication (APA, 1994),
specifically, the “selection responses,” or what Michael (1985) called “the manded
stimulus selection.” For example, when asked to “give me a ___ (object),” many of them
would fail the task even when they have exhibited other types of verbal operants in their
repertoire (e.g., requesting, imitating, or commenting with words or phrases). This
observation supports Skinner’s analysis of verbal behavior which treats the behavior of
the individual as speaker and as listener as separate subject matters, not as some
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developmental stage or underlying knowledge of language. As stated by Skinner (1957),
“Although semantic theories frequently assume that meaning is in the same for speaker
and listener, the process through which a man becomes a listener differ…In acquiring a
verbal repertoire the speaker does not necessarily become a listener, and in acquiring the
behavior characteristic of a listener he does not spontaneously become a speaker” (p.
195).
Skinner’s Behavior Analytic Account of Verbal Behavior
Explanations of language development from the field of behavior analysis offer a
more promising account for a practical teaching technology. The goals of behavior
analysis are to describe, to predict, and finally to control behavior. Behavioral princip les
are derived from direct observation of natural events and experimental manipulation of
contingencies. Thus, hypothetical constructs like the mind have no place in the behavior
analytic account.
Skinner used the term “verbal behavior” to address what the speech and language
development and psycholinguistic approaches call language. He used the term “verbal
behavior” to emphasize that verbal behavior like any other behavior, is observable,
measurable, and predictable. He defined verbal behavior as “behavior effective through
the mediation of other persons.” Furthermore, he stated that we should not specify any
one form, mode, or medium of behavior as verbal behavior, and that “any movement
capable of affecting another organism may be verbal” (Skinner, 1957, p. 14). Skinner
suggested behavior analysts should avoid the term “speech” because it implies vocal
behaviors and ignores the other types of verbal behavior, such as writing, typing, and
signing. He also suggested that behavior analysts should avoid the term “language”
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because it implies “the practice of a linguistic community rather than the behavior of any
one member” (Skinner, 1957, p. 2). In addition, he suggested behavior analysts should
avoid the terms “receptive” or “expressive” language, because these terms imply that “the
speaker conveys an idea or meaning, transmits information, or imparts knowledge, as if
his mental possessions then become the mental possessions of the listener” (Skinner,
1974, p. 102). According to Skinner (1989), speakers do not take in the world and put it
into words, nor do listeners extract information or knowledge from words and compose
second- hand copies of the world. Both speakers and listeners “respond to verbal stimuli
in ways which have been shaped and maintained by contingencies of reinforcement” (p.
85).
In his book “Verbal Behavior,” Skinner presented a functional analysis of verbal
events from the perspective of the speaker and its effects upon the listener, and identified
several types of primary verbal operants based upon the conditions and controlling
variables under which responses occur. Some of these primary verbal operants are
mands, tacts, and intraverbals.
Mands
The mand is defined as “a verbal operant in which the response is reinforced by a
characteristic consequence and is therefore under the functional control of relevant
conditions of deprivation or aversive stimulation” (Skinner, 1957, pp. 35-36). The mand
is controlled by “establishing operations” (Michael, 1988). Establishing operations are
“environmental events, operations, or stimulus conditions which affect an organism by
“momentarily altering (a) the reinforcing effectiveness of other events, and (b) the
frequency of occurrence of that part of the organism’s repertoire relevant to those events
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and consequences” (Michael, 1993, p. 192). For example, after consuming bland food, a
speaker asks for salt and receives it. The consumption of bland food is the “establishing
operation” for manding “salt.” And the response “manding salt” is reinforced by a
characteristic consequence (receiving the salt).
Tacts
The tact is defined as “a verbal operant in which a response of a given form is
evoked (or at least strengthened) by a particular object or event or property of an object
or event. We account for the strength by showing that in the presence of the object or
event a response of that form is characteristically reinforced in a given verbal
community.” (Skinner, 1957, pp 81-82). In addition, “a tact is reinforced with many
different reinforcers or with a generalized reinforcer” (p. 83). An example of a tact
would be saying “salt” in the presence of a pile of salt. In this example, if saying “salt” is
under the control of the visual stimulus (a pile of salt) and if it is under the control of
generalized reinforcement (e.g., verbal praise or feedback), such as “that’s right,” it is a
tact.
Verbal Behavior under the Control of Verbal Stimuli
Skinner used the phrase “verbal behavior under the control of verbal stimuli” to
include the types of verbal operants in which a response is controlled by verbal stimuli
and generalized reinforcement (Skinner, 1957, p. 53). In the salt example, the question
“What is the common name for sodium chloride?” would be the verbal stimulus that
controls the ve rbal response “salt,” if the response is an intraverbal.
Vargas (1986) suggests that “verbal behavior under the control of verbal stimuli”
is too cumbersome when compared to the simpler terms such as the mand and the tact.
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Thus, he suggests using “Intraverbal” for the whole category of verbal behavior under the
control of verbal stimuli. In addition, he re-organizes “Intraverbal” into three
subcategories. The first two subcategories, called “duplic” and “codic” by Michael
(1982) are used for verbal behavior that has point-to-point correspondence with the
verbal stimuli. The third subcategory, that Vargas (1986) named “sequelic” is verbal
behavior that has no point-to-point correspondence with the verbal stimulus (see Figure
1), and this is what Skinner originally called intraverbal.
Duplic
In the duplic there is point-to-point correspondence between the verbal stimulus
and the verbal response in all aspects. This means that “the physical dimensions of the
response or response product duplicate tho se of the verbal stimulus. Verbal behavior
matches in critical physical attributes the verbal stimulus, except possibly for scale.
Thus, necessarily, both stimuli and responses occur in the same physical medium”
(Vargas, 1986, p. 135). Verbal operants such as echoic, identigraphic, and mimetic fall
under this subcategory.
Echoic. An example of echoic would be when someone says “salt” because of
hearing the word “salt.” Skinner (1957) defines echoic as verbal behavior which is
“under the control of verbal stimuli” and “the response generates a sound-pattern similar
to that of the stimulus” (p. 55).
Identigraphic. An example of identigraphic would be when someone copies the
word “salt” upon seeing the written word “salt.” Identigraphic is a verbal relation in
which the response is under the control of visual/verbal stimuli. The response product
here duplicates the visual/verbal stimuli.
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Mimetic. An example of mimetic would be when someone uses the hand sign for
“salt” upon seeing the same hand sign for “salt.” Mimetic is a verbal relation of “motion
or gestures which as verbal stimuli may control other motions or gestures. The
interaction between ‘speaker’ and ‘listener’ is similar to that which occurs in echoic
interactions.” (Vargas, 1986, p. 138).
Codic
In this subcategory, there is also point-to-point correspondence between the verbal
stimulus and the verbal response. Codic is different from duplic in that, under codic
verbal relations, the verbal response and the verbal stimulus do not occur in the same
physical medium. This means that the verbal responses do not match the physical
attributes of the verbal stimuli. Some examples of codic relations include “textual,
someone speaks from a written product; dictation, someone writes from speech; and
someone speaking and writing from gestures” (Vargas, 1986, p. 138). In addition, the
codic relation would include finger spelling “salt” upon hearing the word “salt.”
Textual. An example of textual would be when someone says “salt” due to seeing
the written word “salt.” Textual behavior is not what typically is called “comprehension”
but simply a vocal response that is under the control of a written/visual verbal stimulus.
There is point-to-point correspondence between the verbal stimulus and the verbal
response, but textual is different from echoic in that in a textual relation, “the stimuli are
in one modality (visual or tactual) and the patterns produced by the response in another
(auditory)” (Skinner, 1957, p. 65).
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Sequelic
The sequelic relation includes verbal responses that do not have point-to-point
correspondence with the verbal stimuli. The sequelic relation is the same as Skinner’s
term “intraverbal” where the response is under the control of the verbal stimuli and
generalized reinforcement. An example of a sequelic would be when someone says “I
am fine” upon hearing the verbal stimulus “How are you?” Or when someone uses the
American Sign Language to sign “salt” upon hearing “salt.” Unlike fingerspelling, the
ASL sign does not have point-to-point correspondence with “s-a-l-t.” Vargas (1986)
specified that “Sequeled verbal responses resemble neither the form nor the order of
verbal stimuli. The distinguishing characteristic of verbal relations in the sequelic
subcategory is that verbal responses do not share properties of prior verbal stimuli, except
by accident.” (p. 142).
Experimental Verification
“Skinner has often been criticized for being anti-theory, however, in Verbal
Behavior he has written a classic work of theory. But the basic formulation is derived
from his laboratory work” (Vargas, 1992, p. xvi). That is, the basic principles of
behavior analysis, such as reinforcement, extinction, discrimination, and so on were
extended as the basic formulation for Verbal Be havior, and these basic principles of
behavior were derived from his laboratory work. However, it was many years after the
publication of Verbal Behavior that the separate controls that define the categories were
experimentally tested.
Skinner’s functional analysis of verbal behavior has received experimental
support in many studies. The functional independence of mands and tacts was
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demonstrated in human participants by Lamarre and Holland (1985), Hall and Sundberg,
(1987), and Twyman (1996). It ha s even been demonstrated in chimpanzees by SavageRumbaugh (1984). In addition, the functional independence of the “same response”
spoken and heard has been shown by Guess (1969), Guess and Baer (1973), and Lee
(1981). The fact that a word “learned” under one set of controls can be lacking under
another set of controls would not be expected by the psycholinguistics. In addition, the
statement made by the psycholinguistics that “we must understand speech before we can
learn to produce it” is false if the “same responses” spoken and heard are functionally
independent. The symbolic representation of the “idea” of salt should, according to
linguistic conceptions, have been achieved, and thus available for “use.” But this doesn’t
happen. The studies thus support Skinner’s analysis of verbal behavior.
The Lamarre and Holland (1985) study was the first to demonstrate functional
independence in the acquisition of mands and tacts. They taught a group of preschoolers
to mand the location of an object by using the phrases “on the left” and “on the right.” In
subsequent tests, they assessed the collateral use of the same phrases as tacts. They
taught a second group of preschoolers to first tact the location of objects (dog and flower)
by using the same phrases, then assessed for the collateral usage of the same phrases as
mands. Finally, mands (tacts) were reversed and testing assessed collateral reversals of
tacts (mands). For example, if a preschooler was first taught to mand “on the right” when
asked “Where do you want me to put the dog?” and to tact “on the left” when asked
“Where is the flower?” in the reversal and testing session, the preschooler was tested to
say “on the left” when asked “Where do you want me to put the dog?” and to say “on the
right” whe n asked “Where is the flower?” Their results showed that even when using
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topographically identical responses, mands and tacts were independently acquired. That
is, the preschoolers in this study were not able to switch from mand to tact.
Lee (1981) demonstrated the functional independence of prepositional phrases
spoken and heard. In this study, Lee first taught participants with mental retardation to
point to named objects (e.g., “cup,” “book”) and positions (e.g., “left,” “right”). Then,
Lee taught them to tact the objects and echo the words. In the testing phase, the positions
of the objects were reversed. For example, if a cup was on the left of a book during the
training sessions, then in the testing phase, the cup would be on the right of the book.
The results showed that “the relation between verbal and nonverbal behavior with
syntactic properties in common, supports Skinner’s hypothesis about the relation between
the repertoire of the individual as speaker and as listener. That is, the repertoire of the
individual as speaker and as listener requires separate training” (Lee, 1981, p. 242).
Criticism of Skinner’s Analysis
Skinner’s writings on verbal behavior have not been without criticism even within
the larger behavioral community. For example, Verbal Behavior was criticized for
lacking discussions on issues such as meaning, understanding, and reference (Hayes &
Hayes, 1989, p. 154.). More specifically, these criticisms suggested, “Skinner says
comparatively little about speaker- listener relations” (Horne & Lowe, 1996, p. 189.). For
example, how is it that the listener comes to “know” what the speaker meant when he or
she hears “Pass the salt?” In other words, how does the listener “know” to pick up a
bottle of salt from an array of objects on the table when hearing the phrase “pass the
salt?”
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Skinner’s Analysis of “Meaning”
Meaning and reference are not, according to Skinner, in the spoken words
themselves, but in the relationship between independent variables and the dependent
variable (behavior). According to Skinner, “meaning is not a property of behavior as
such but of the conditions under which behavior occurs. Technically, meanings are to be
found among the independent variables in a functional account, rather than as properties
of the dependent variable (1957, p. 14).” For example, one cannot know the “meaning”
of a spoken word “cookie” without looking at the controlling variables in the
environment. If a speaker says “cookie” in the presence of the visual stimulus of a
cookie, and saying the word “cookie” produces some sort of generalized reinforcement
but not the cookie, then we can say that the “meaning” of the speaker’s word “cookie” is
more likely a tact of the visual stimulus “cookie.” Take the same word “cookie.” If a
speaker says “cookie” when not in the presence of the visual stimulus of a cookie but
under a state of deprivation, and saying the word “cookie” produces the reinforcement
“getting a cookie,” then, we can say that the “meaning” of the speaker’s word “cookie” is
different. He is “manding” a cookie. Thus, one can say that Skinner’s verbal behavior
describes multiple functional relations for all behaviors that are verbal. And “meanings”
lie in the functional relations between independent variables and the dependent variables
described in categories he called mand, tact, echoic, the intraverbal, and so on.
Skinner’s Analysis of Speaker-Listener Relations
To study the behavior of the listener, Skinner suggested that “the speaker can be
studied while assuming a listener, and the listener while assuming a speaker” (1957, p.2).
In another words, verbal stimuli evoke specific responses in the listener as a result of the
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listener’s conditioning history (1957, p. 357-366). Thus, “meanings” and “references” or
any other speaker- listener relations are not in the current physical aspects of the setting
but “in a history of exposure to contingencies in which similar settings have played a
part” (Skinner, 1974, p. 100.). The listener comes to “pass the salt” or he comes to
understand what is said to him because his “passing the salt” behavior was reinforced in
the past under similar circumstances (e.g., mealtimes). The listener may also come to
“understand” the word “salt” if “salt” was reinforced as a tact response in the listener’s
conditioning history as a speaker. Therefore, the behavior of “understanding” the word
“salt” is under the multiple controls within the environment (e.g., the salt shaker, the
speaker’s utterance, etc.) and the listener’s conditioning history. This is not because he
has a list of definitions or pictures in his head that he can “refer” to or look for the
meaning of “pass the salt.” Nor does the word “salt” itself “possess” any special meaning
in this particular example.
To answer the question “what happens when a listener understands a speaker?”
Skinner posited three different senses of verbal understanding. First, a listener
understands a word when he or she is able to say the same thing. Second, a listener
shows that he or she “understands” what the speaker said if the listener responds
appropriately to an object or event identified by the verbal stimulus. Third, a listener
“understands” why the speaker says what he does when the listener could respond in the
same way given the same settings. That is, the listener understands to the extent that he
or she can identify the variables controlling the speaker’s behavior (Skinner, 1957, p.
277-280; 1974, p. 156-157.).
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Saying the Same Thing
For the first sense of verbal understanding, Skinner (1957) stated:
“In a trivial sense ‘to understand’ is ‘to be able to say the same thing’…we
understand anything which we ourselves say with respect to the same state of
affairs. We do not understand what we do not say. We misunderstand when we
say something else with the same words-that is, when we behave in a given way
because of the operation of different variables (p. 277-278).”
Saying the same thing is often seen in the academic community. For example, when
university students are asked to write term papers, their professors often ask them to
include appropriate references in their papers. In this case, the students would have to
“show their understanding of the subject matter” by paraphrasing the correct studies and
making statements that are similar to the author’s. This kind of understanding could also
be seen in our day-to-day lives. For example, one way we show that we understand the
statement “pass the salt,” in saying the same thing under the same circumstances (e.g.,
when we need some salt during mealtimes). The principle of contingency is applicable in
both cases. That is, “understanding” is not simply in the current setting but in the history
of exposure to contingencies in which similar settings have played a part.
“Understanding” journal articles in this sense is then measured by the increased
probability of the students citing the studies and making similar statements in their papers
as the authors did, and saying “pass the salt” during mealtimes when encountering foods
that salt could improve. In these examples, it is meaningless to say that the listener
“stores” the statements or the words in his or her “memory.” We do not say that the
listener “memorized” or “stored information” about how to “pass the salt,” nor the
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university students “store information” while or because of writing papers. The
university students and the listener at the dinner table behave differently when the
contingencies have modified their behavior, and their responses now are under the
control of othe r stimuli in the environment.
Responding Appropriately
Responding appropriately is the second sense of verbal understanding. Skinner
(1974) stated “In a somewhat more complex sense, I understand it if I respond
appropriately” (p. 156). For example, when university students are asked to take an exam
on their readings for the class, their “understanding” of the material is shown when they
responded appropriately. This sense of understanding could also be seen in the example
when a person was asked to “pass the salt.” We say this person “understood” what was
said to him when he responded appropriately by passing the salt.
Controlling Variables
For the third sense of verbal understanding, Skinner (1974) stated:
“To understand why, I must know something about the controlling variables,
about the circumstances under which I should have said it myself. I come to
understand a difficult text in this sense when, by reading and rereading it, I
acquire a stronger and stronger tendency to say what the text says” (p. 156).
This could be seen when university students cite materials “correctly.” The students are
able to respond under the similar verbal stimuli in an intraverbal chain. We can say that
the university students’ paraphrasing responses were first under the control of text on the
pages read. Eventually, the students acquire a string of intraverbal responses that permit
them to anticipate what comes next on the page. The controlling variables of prior
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material set up the circumstances for another set of intraverbal responses. And when they
learn what a page is about, the text and the assignment supply thematic stimuli, many of
which evoke intraverbal responses. At this point, the students “use parts of the text as a
set of intraverbal response, but not all of them are to be found in the text.” (Skinner,
1968, p. 131.).
Finally, it should be emphasized that these three senses of verbal understanding
should not be considered as “stages” or “phases,” but principles that work together and
multiply control the listener’s behavior at any given time. As Skinner (1957) pointed out,
when reading a paper:
“Some sentences in the paper will present two or more verbal stimuli together in
what we call definition; the resulting change in our behavior will be felt when
these responses occur separately elsewhere in the text. Other sentences through
predication, will produce other transfers of response by increasing our
“knowledge.” Our behavior will be altered on subsequent readings in the
direction of increased understanding because our usage will then be closer to the
writer’s (p. 278).”
Skinner (1957) defined verbal behavior as behavior that is “effective only through
the mediation of other persons” (p. 2). In Skinner’s analysis, in a verbal episode, a
speaker’s behavior is reinforced by a listener who acts accordingly to what the speaker
says. For example, in an episode of the mand, the speaker’s behavior is reinforced by a
characteristic consequence that is mediated by the listener. That is, when a speaker
mands “salt,” his behavior is reinforced by receiving the salt from the listener. In this
example, the speaker’s behavior is verbal for the reason that his behavior is “effective”
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only through the mediation of the listener. In Skinner’s analysis, the listener’s behavior
in this example is not verbal for the reason that the function of his behavior is merely to
mediate the consequences of the behavior of the speaker. However, this does not mean
that listener’s behavior is different from any other behavior in general. The listener’s
behavior is still established by contingencies and controlled by the verbal stimuli of the
speaker. Skinner (1957) stated that “there would be little verbal behavior to consider if
someone had not already acquired special responses to the patterns of energy generated
by the speaker” (p.2).
The Origin of Manded Selection Behavior
The origin of stimulus selection behavior has received many debates in the field
of behavior analysis. In their essay, Horne and Lowe (1996) suggested the term
“bidirectional relations” or “name-object symmetry” to describe this speaker-listener
relation. The terms “bidirectional relations” or “name-object symmetry” indicate the
reversibility of the “name-object” and “object-name” relations. For example, according
to Horne and Lowe (1996), training people to emit a name to an object engenders the
untrained emergence of a selection response to that object given its name or vice versa (p.
208-209). For example, a listener can select a cup from an array of objects as the result
of learning to tact “cup”. Horne and Lowe (1996) stated that the occurrences of these
bidirectional relations “involve what might be termed emergent or derived relations.
That is, we direct reinforcement or training at speaker relations alone but obtain new or
additional listener relations” (p. 208).
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Problems with “Bidirectional Relations”
Horne and Lowe’s (1996) “bidirectional relations” poses several problems. The
term “bidirectional relations” describes the speaker-listener induction process, but it does
not answer the question of the origin of the manded selection behavior, that is, it does not
answer how transfer occurs. Many empirical studies have shown that training “objectname” relations does not necessarily lead to the emergence of the “name-object”
relations, or more specifically, training the speaking of words does not lead to the
emergence of selecting correct objects for words heard (Guess, 1969; Guess and Baer,
1973; Lee, 1981).
Skinner (1957) stated that the process of learning to speak is different from the
process of learning to listen. He stated that “in acquiring a verbal repertoire the speaker
does not necessarily become a listener, and in acquiring the behavior characteristic of a
listener he does not spontaneously become a speaker. After ‘learning the meaning of a
word’ as a listener, one cannot then ‘use it’ as a speaker, or vice versa (p. 195).” This
statement is supported by many recent studies. For example, in their study, Guess and
Baer (1973) taught four children with mental retardation generative pluralization rules
concurrently in both the “receptive and productive modalities of language”. During
baseline, they taught two children to use –s in their productive language (which was tact
training since the objects were present) and –es in their “receptive” language (selection
training). They taught the other two children to use –es in their “receptive” language
(selection training) and –s in their productive language (tact training). For example, two
children learned to use –s when speaking words such as, hat, block, cat, hook, etc. They
also learned to identify items with -es (e.g., badge, horse, watch, dish, etc.) when hearing
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these words. Another two children learned to use –es when speaking words such as,
badge, horse, watch, dish, etc. They then learned to identify items with –s (e.g., hat,
block, cat, hook, etc.) when hearing these words. Then they reversed the conditions
during probing. They probed with the first two children the use of –s in their receptive
language (selection training) and the use of –es in their productive language (tact), and
for the second group, they probed the use of –es in their productive language (tact) and
the use of –s in their expressive language (tact). The results showed that “three of four
children did not generalize clearly from receptive training with one class of plurals to
correct productive use of that class, nor did they generalized from productive training of
the other class of plurals to correct receptive response to that class.” These results
supported Skinner’s (1957) analysis that the contingencies through which “a man
becomes a listener differ, as we have seen, from those through which he becomes a
speaker” (p. 195).
Conditional Discrimination
Manded stimulus selection like most verbal behavior involves conditional
discrimination. Simple discrimination analysis is not sufficient to address the specific
problem of the “speaker- listener” relations for the reason that there are multiple layers of
stimulus control (Lowenkron, 1991). For example, when a listener selects a cup from an
array of items when manded by the speaker “give me the cup,” the listener’s behavior is
under both the verbal stimulus (“give me the cup”) and the nonverbal stimulus (the cup).
Simple discrimination cannot address the question “how are these two stimuli combined”
to evoke the selection response.
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Conditional discrimination describes the occurrence of manded stimulus
selection. However, it also fails to address the same question as the simple
discrimination analysis. Conditional discrimination involves a sample and a comparison
stimulus. For example, when shown a blue square as a sample, then selecting the blue
square among the comparison stimuli of a blue square and a red square would
demonstrate conditional discrimination assuming the person also selects red if the
comparison stimulus is red. Similarly, selecting a cup among the comparisons of a cup
and a spoon in the presence of a spoken word “cup” would also demonstrate conditional
discrimination assuming selection of a spoon follows the spoken word “spoon.” Thus,
the probability of a selection response is strengthened in the presence of the
discriminative stimulus. Lowenkron (1991) stated, “As applied to the selection task, this
analysis proposes that the capacity of comparison stimuli to function as SDs is
determined by the state of the sample stimulus. As a result, different comparisons may
evoke a selection response, depending on the state of the sample stimulus” (p. 122).
In conditional discrimination, any two stimuli may be arbitrarily paired to control
a selection response. There are two types of matching tasks described as conditional
discriminations: relational matching (or identity matching) and arbitrary matching (or
generalized matching). In the simplest form of relational (identity) matching, the sample
and the comparison share identical features. For example, the selection of a blue
comparison in the presence of a blue sample is a form of identity matching. In the
arbitrary (generalized) matching, the sample and the comparison do not share identical
features. For example, the selection of a circle in the presence of a blue sample is a form
of arbitrary (generalized) matching. Although, in both examples selecting a comparison
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is strengthened in the presence of the sample, the identity relations between the colors in
the first examples are ignored in the second (Carter & Eckerman, 1975; Cohen et. al.,
1981; Lowenkron, 1991). Talking of listener behavior solely as conditional
discrimination fails to address the differences between identity matching and arbitrary
(generalized) matching. According to Lowenkron (1991), “such an account…treats all
stimuli as if they were arbitrarily paired. The account is thus fundamentally deficient in
that it ignores consistent relations between stimuli” (Lowenkron, 1991). Furthermore,
this means that both arbitrary and identity matching are explained in the same fashion and
may not be sufficient to address the question, “how are the vocal stimuli and the
nonverbal stimuli combined to evoke the manded stimulus selection response?”
Equivalence Relations
Horne and Lowe (1996) stated that the selection response is an emergent response
from naming. They used naming tests, like tests of equivalence relations (Sidman &
Tailby, 1982) or stimulus equivalence to demonstrate the “emergent” or “derived
relations” of the speaker- listener relations. They further stated that “in the case of the
stimulus class tests, we confine training to a set of object-word relations but get many
new kinds of object-object listener behavior. In both cases, as the new behavior has not
been explicitly reinforced during the testing procedures, it might be said that it is
emerge nt or derived…these terms frequently occur in the literature on stimulus
equivalence” (p. 208).
Learning two sets of auditory- visual conditional discriminations sets the stage for
the emergence of conditional discriminations that were not explicitly taught. This
phenomenon is called “equivalence relations” (Sidman & Tailby, 1982; Saunders, 1989;
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Sidman, 1990; Dugdale & Lowe, 1990; Sidman, 2000). Equivalence relations include
three types of relations among stimuli: reflexivity, symmetry, and transitivity.
Reflexivity describes the phenomena of “identity matching.” That is, the elements
related to each other must show the same relation to themselves (Sidman, 1990). For
example, the number digits “1,” “2,” and “3,” and the English words “one,” “two,” and
“three” must show the same relation to themselves to show reflexivity. This could be
shown in simple mathematical equations, such as, “1=1,” “2=2,” “3=3,” and “one=one,”
“two=two,” and “three=three.” The next equivalence relation, symmetry, describes the
phenomena of “reversibility.” That is, “if the relation between the sample and the
comparison is symmetric, then the samples will function effectively as comparisons, and
the comparisons as samples” (Sidman, 1990, p. 101). For example, to show symmetry, a
person is taught to select “one” when shown “1” and select “1” when given the
comparison stimulus “one.” In this example, selecting “one” when shown “1” is
reinforced, but selecting “1” when given the comparison stimulus “one” is an
untrained/unreinforced trial. In addition, symmetry also applies when a person is shown
the English word “one” and selects the French word (“un”) as a comparison after learning
to select “un” when shown “one.” Similarly, selecting “un” when shown “one” is
reinforced, but selecting “one” when given the comparison stimulus “un” is an
untrained/unreinforced trial.
The training of the reflexivity and symmetry relations often engenders the
untrained/unreinforced relation of transitivity. The third equivalence relation, transitivity,
is the relations among the number digits, the English words, and the French words. For
example, a person is able to select the French “un” to the number digit “1” and vice versa
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with no prior training. “Having learned to relate digits as samples to English names as
comparisons, and English names as samples to French comparisons, the subject must then
be able to relate digit samples to French comparisons. Again, the test consists of
unreinforced trials” (Sidman, 1990, p. 101).
Equivalence relations have generated great interest among behavior analysts
because they demonstrate many untrained/unreinforced emergent relations seen when
novel responses occurred. These emergent relations seem to provide an explanation of
“how we learn language.” Dugdale and Lowe (1990) stated that, “many important
phenomena such as reasoning, the acquisition of language, the learning of arbitrary
relational concepts, and most of what we call symbolic activity, appear to have emergent
properties…stimulus equivalence seems to be the basis for an experimental analysis of
symbolic behavior” (p. 115). Although, equivalence relations describe many
untrained/unreinforced emergent relations, naming the induction as symmetry or
reflexivity does not explain how these relations come about. Using manded selection as
an example again, equivalence relations would assume that the selection response is the
product of name training. That is, training the “object- name” relation (e.g., saying “cup”
in the presence of a cup) would engender the “name-object” relation (e.g., selecting cup
when hearing “cup.”). This relation would be considered as a “symmetrical relation.”
However, what happens when symmetry does not occur? In another words, if selection
responses do not occur after tact training or vice versa, what are the variables that might
account for this problem? Saunders (1989) stated that when equivalence relations do not
occurred, it is due to procedural problems. When using procedures other than those used
in stimulus equivalence studies, the result “do not provide an appropriate analogy for the
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kind of emergent stimulus-stimulus relations.” Although, procedural problems might
account for instances when symmetry does not occur, it is also possible that some other
variables might also account for both the occurrences and non-occurrences of
symmetrical relations.
Joint Control
Joint control (Lowenkron, 1984, 1988, 1989, 1991, 1998; Lowenkron & Colvin,
1992, 1995) refers to selection responses that occurred under the control of two verbal
operants; a self-echoic and a tact. For example, when a teacher asks a student to select a
cup from an array of ten items, a self-echoic on the part of the student is evoked by the
spoken sample (e.g., “cup” in the phrase “Give me the cup”). Upon seeing the cup, the
additional verbal operant (tact) is evoked by the comparison (the cup), and these two
verbal operants then jointly evoke the selection response. Hence, the selection response
is under the joint self- echoic/tact control.
Lowenkron (1988) illustrated joint control by training children with retardation to
use hand signs to perform a generalized identity- matching task. These children were first
taught to use the hand signs for four shapes. Next, each of the four shapes would appear
in the center of a projection screen and the children were taught to maintain their hand
signs over the delay intervals and leave them unchanged. Then, all four shapes would
appear on the corners of the screen after the time delay. As the result of this training,
these children were able to make the sign to whatever shape comprised the current
sample and then maintain the sign until the comparisons were presented. When all of
these components were performed correctly, the children produced an identity matching
of the samples and the comparisons. However, after the identity matching, the
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occurrence of generalized identity matching did not occurred with the transfer set shapes
(another four shapes). Then, each of the hand signs was trained to the corresponding
transfer-set shape. In the subsequent retests, generalized identity matching appeared
immediately. Thus, it was concluded that once children acquired hand signs (i.e., tacts)
to the novel shapes, the identity matching performance immediately generalized to these
stimuli. This experiment illustrated joint control. It showed that the manded selection
response was evoked by one stimulus (the sample) and preserved by rehearsal (selfduplic), and the rehearsal (self-duplic) was combined with the control of an additional
second stimulus (the comparison). In addition, as the participant held the hand sign and
matched it to the comparison stimulus, the comparison stimulus could also exert tact
control. Thus, the manded selection responses in this experiment were under the joint
self-duplic and tact control.
Tu (2001) illustrated joint control by training children with autism to select a
picture from an array of four when given the spoken sample “give me ___ (name of the
picture).” These children were first taught to echo the names for the four training set
pictures (black and white line-drawings). Next, the children learned to tact these four
pictures. In the subsequent test, the children did not make correct selections when given
the spoken sample “give me ___ (name of the picture).” This showed that the
symmetrical relation (name-object) failed to occur spontaneously after the object-name
(tact) training. Joint control training on these four training set pictures was then given to
the children. The children learned to repeat the name of the picture at least twice while
selecting the picture for the spoken sample. Immediately after they selected the picture,
they were asked to tact the picture following the experimenter’s question “what is it?” In
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the subsequent trainings and testings, the children learned to tact and echo the name of
eight new test set pictures and the selection responses appeared immediately. The results
showed that it was only after joint control training that the symmetrical performance
selection appeared using new objects with no additional training.
With joint control, the selection response “is not directly evoked by multiple
variables that contribute to its response strength, but it is evoked by a single event: the
occurrence of joint control over some other topography, generally the topography
rehearsed as duplic” (Lowenkron, 1998, p. 331). Joint control is not limited to just joint
mimetic/tact control. As shown in Tu (2001), it could also be joint echoic/tact control.
Thus, joint control is an event that is independent of any particular stimulus “but is
specific to the relation between stimuli. It is this feature that permits joint control to
serve as the basis for generalized responding…It was this generic event, the onset of joint
control over the rehearsed operant, that acted as the antecedent (i.e., as the SD) to the
actual comparison-selection response and thereby enabled generalized matching”
(Lowenkron, 1998, pp. 331-332).
In both studies, Lowenkron (1988) and Tu (2001) showed that when listeners
learned separately to self-echo the name of the comparison and to tact the comparison,
the selection response did not occurred spontaneously. However, these studies showed
that once the listeners learned to select the named comparison under joint self-echoic and
tact control, the object-name/name-object bidirectional relation occurred immediately.
Thus, joint control offers a promising answer to the question of the origin of the manded
stimulus selection responses. Equivalence relations might offer a necessary procedure for
a listener’s behavior, but it is not sufficient. Joint control offers a necessary and
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sufficient explanation for a listener’s behavior. Furthermore, joint control does not offer
any new principles or explanations for the behavior of the listener. It simply reinstates
and demonstrates a critical feature of verbal behavior: multiple causation. As stated by
Skinner (1957), “…a different type of multiple control, in which functional relations,
established separately, combine possibly for the first time upon a given occasion” (p.
229).
Present Study
Some research has shown that equivalence is not dependent upon naming
(Sidman & Tailby, 1982; Saunders, 1989; O’Donnell & Saunders, 2003), but some assert
that equivalence is dependent upon naming for the reason that there has been no
unequivocal demonstration of stimulus equivalence with non- humans (Dugdale & Lowe,
1990; Kendall, 1983; Sidman et. al., 1982.). Randell and Remington (1999)
demonstrated that naming plays a role in the equivalence relations when they taught a
group of their participants to select comparisons whose normative names rhymed with
those for the samples. Then they were given tests that were consistent with those used in
equivalence relations studies. When the results of this group were compared to those of
the control group, the group that learned to rhyme the names of the samples and the
comparisons had more emergent relations. Thus, Randell and Remington concluded that,
“because the facilitative effects of rhyme necessarily depended on the naming of stimuli,
the results observed could not have occurred in the absence of naming…This suggested
strongly that verbally able humans’ performance on equivalence tasks can be influenced
by their naming of stimuli and by the phonological properties of the names thus given”
(pp. 408-409). In another study, Devany et. al. (1986) trained and tested equivalence
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relations with a group of normally developing preschoolers, a group of language-able
children with retardation, and a group of language-disable children with retardation.
Their result showed the emergent equivalence relations in both normally developing
preschoolers and language-abled children with retardation. The result also showed that
none of the language-disabled children with retardation formed equivalence classes.
Thus, they concluded that, “training in equivalence-class formation or its presumed
underlying behavioral process should assist in language acquisition, and vice versa (p.
254).” These controversies among the issues of equivalence relations and the origin of
manded selections is one of the reason that the present study is conducted with languagedisabled children, specifically, non-vocal children with autism.
The present study is a systematic replication of Tu (2001). There are two goals
for the present study: first, to explore the functions of joint control in relation to the
“manded selection/tact” relation. Second, to collect empirical data and examine the role
of joint control in selection responses of non-vocal children with autism. The dependent
variable for this study is the emergence of untrained/unreinforced “name-object
symmetry” responding. The independent variable for this study is the acquisition of joint
tact/ self- mimetic (sequelic) responding. The research question for this study is to
examine whether joint control plays a necessary role for the emergence of
untrained/unreinforced manded selection responses of non-vocal children with autism.
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Method

Participants
A total of four students participated in this experiment, two males (ages six and
seven) and two females (ages twelve and thirteen). All were diagnosed with Autistic
Disorder. These four participants were selected based on their limited vocal and selection
responses. Their level of vocal and selection responses were assessed by using the
Assessment of Basic Language Learning Skills (ABLLS) (Partington & Sundberg, 1998).
The criteria for selecting participants were defined by maximum scores on the following
items on the ABLLS: “2” on C 6, “0” on C 7, “1” on D 9, “1” on E 1, “0” on G 1, “0” on
H 1, and “1” on Z 2. In general, the participants could follow instructions to touch a
common item in various positions but were not able to follow instructions to do an action
out of a structured teaching context. The participants could imitate no more than two fine
motor movements and imitate no more than two sounds on request.
Materials
Training materials included the eight visual stimuli in Figure 2. These were black
and white arbitrary shapes drawn on eight 3 in. x 5 in. white index cards. These shapes
were selected to match hand signs. These shapes were arranged into 2 sets of four. The
first set served as the training set (Set 1), and the second set served as the transfer set (Set
2).
Reinforcers
Generalized reinforcers (e.g., tokens) were used. The tokens were stickers of
flowers that were laminated individually with small pieces of Velcro attached to the back
of them, so that they could be attached to a 5 in. x 6 in. laminated token card. The
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participants were able to exchange these tokens for several back- up reinforcers: edibles
(e.g., candies, cookies, popcorn, drinks, etc.), activities (play with computer for up to 5
minutes, etc.), or tangibles (e.g., toy figures, cards, etc.). These items and activities were
submitted and approved by the Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human
Research Subjects.
Setting
Training took place in each participant’s home. The experimenter sat next to the
participant at a table, and testing objects were placed on the table in front of the
experimenter and the participant. All sessions were videotaped. During all testing
sessions, two observers sat behind the participant to independently record the
participant’s performance. These two observers were also used for calculating reliability.
Each participant participated in the training and testing for half an hour per day, and the
timeframe for the completion of this experiment ranged from five to eleven days.
Reliability
Two observers sat behind the participant to independently record each
participant’s trial-by-trial performance during testing steps. They marked “+” for correct
responses and “- “ for incorrect responses. The method to assess reliability was the
following:
___Agreement__
__
Agreement + Disagreement

x 100

The acceptable reliability coefficients were 90% or higher.
Overview of the Experimental Design
There were a total of 11 steps in this experiment with some flexibility (see Table
1). If selection responses were lower than 50% at Step 10, the experiment would move
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onto Step 11b, 12, and 13. However, if selection response were higher than 50% at Step
11, the experiment would stop at Step 11a.
Testing procedures were the same for all of testing steps (steps 1, 3, 7, 10, and
11a.). They were conducted with two observers sitting behind each participant.
During joint control training (Step 6), because training continued until the
participants’ performances were errorless, no test was necessary after this step. In
addition, joint control training was always conducted with Set 1 shapes, and
generalization tests and follow-up generalization tests were always conducted with Set 2
shapes.
Procedures
STEP 1- Baseline Test (Set 1).
Set 1 pictures were presented four at a time on the table. With each trial, the
experimenter said to the participant “Give me ___ (shape).” Both correct and incorrect
responses were followed by verbal feedback “Thank you.” Each of the four pictures was
tested on two trials.
STEP 2- Tact Training.
To develop control over the selection of comparison stimuli by the participant’s
hand signs, a 3 by 3 in. card with shape 1 of the Set 1 shapes was held approximately 12
inches in front of the comparison (shape 1). Physical prompting was used initially to
establish hand signs and gradually faded. As soon as the participant made the correct
hand sign on the card, the distance between the card and the comparison was gradually
decreased to 6 inch in front of the comparison (shape 1). Then, the card was completely
removed as soon as the participant made the correct hand sign on the comparison (shape
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1). Shapes 2, 3, and 4 of the Set 1 shapes were trained in the same fashion. Correct hand
signs were reinforced with tokens. Any changes in hand signs before touching the
comparison stimulus were followed by a verbal “try again” from the experimenter. The
comparison stimulus was removed from the tabletop. Then the same trial was repeated.
These comparisons were then presented one at a time in a random fashion. Training
continued to a criterion of 5 correct trials out of 5 for each comparison in a single session.
STEP 3- Post- tact Test.
The purpose of this step was to assess whether manded selection would appear
after tact training. This step was identical to Step 1 and was done immediately after the
tact training. Then, the experiment stopped here temporarily until the next day. Then, an
identical test (Post-tact Test 2) was given to the participant again at the beginning of the
next session (on the following day). Thus, each of the four pictures was tested on two
trials to ensure that the newly established tact and selection responses did not extinguish
under the testing condition. During the testing step, no reinforcement followed the
selection responses.
STEP 4- Mimetic and Sequelic Training.
Mimetic Training. In this step, the experimenter first showed the hand sign for shape 1
(Set 1) in the absence of the printed shape and verbal instructions. A physical prompt
was used to prompt the participant to mimic the experimenter’s hand sign. The physical
prompt was faded until the participant mimiced the experimenter’s hand sign and held it
for up to 5 seconds. All four hand signs to the four shapes in Set 1 were trained in the
same fashion. Then each hand sign was presented randomly. Correct mimetic responses
were reinforced, and incorrect mimetic responses were followed by a verbal “no” and the
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same trial was repeated. Training continued to a criterion of 5 correct trials out of 5 for
each hand sign in a single session.
Sequelic Training. In this step, the experimenter said the name of the shapes in the
absence of the shapes. For example, “straight” for shape 1 (Set 1) (see Figure 2.).
Mimetic prompts were used here and faded until the participant made the correct hand
sign and repeated it upon hearing the experimenter say the name of the shapes. All four
hand signs to the four shapes in Set 1 were trained in the same fashion. Then the vocal
stimuli of the name of the shapes were presented randomly. Correct sequelic responses
were reinforced, and incorrect sequelic responses were followed by a verbal “try again”
and the same trial was repeated. Training continued to a criterion of 5 correct trials out of
5 for each shape in a single session.
STEP 5- Post- mimetic/sequelic Test.
The purpose of this step was to assess if manded selection responses would
appear after mimetic and sequelic training. This step was identical to Step 3. This step
was done immediately after the mimetic/sequelic training and the experiment stopped
here temporary until the next day. Then, an identical test (Post- mimetic/sequelic Test 2)
was given to the participant again at the beginning of the next session (on the following
day).
STEP 6- Joint Control Training (Set 1).
The idea of training in this step was to force a tact control event in the midst of a
rehearsal response (self- mimetic) so as to produce joint tact/self- mimetic (or sequelic)
control.
a) The four shapes were placed on the table one at a time.
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b) The experimenter said to the participant “Give me ___ (name of the shape).”
c) The participant was prompted (by mimetic) to make the hand sign of the shape,
match the sign to the shape, then give the picture of the shape to the experimenter.
d) The experimenter immediately asked, “What is it?”
e) The correct tact responses were followed by tokens.
f)

Incorrect tact responses were followed by a ve rbal “try again” and the same trial
was repeated.

g) Training continued until the participant selected each shape correctly on each of
the 5 trials when shapes were presented individually, and again when the shapes
were presented two at a time, and again three at a time, and four at a time.
STEP 7-Baseline Test (Set 2)
Because selection response training with the Set 1 stimuli was continued until the
performances of the participants were errorless, there was no reason to further test the
performances. Training and testing thus were moved to Set 2 shapes, and the
procedure of Step 1 was repeated here but with the Set 2 shapes. However, for
participant 4, the spoken names to Set 2 shapes were changed because he scored 8 out
of 8 when using the original spoken names. Thus, for participant 4, this step was
repeated using new spoken names.
STEP 8- Tact Training (Set 2).
This step was identical to Step 2 except that Set 2 shapes were used.
STEP 9- Mimetic and Sequelic Training (Set 2).
This step was identical to Step 4 except that Set 2 shapes were used.
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STEP 10- Generalization Test (Set 2)
This step was identical to Step 7. If selection responses were lower than 50% at
Step 10, the experiment was designed to move onto Step 11b, 12, and 13. However, if
selection responses were higher than 50% at Step10, the experiment would stop at Step
11a.
STEP 11A- Follow-up Test (Set 2)
This step was identical to Step 10, and it was given to the participant a week after
Step 10. Because during Step 10, participant 2 made selection responses in
the absence of tact responses and participant 3 made selection responses in the absence of
both tact and sequelic responses, the comparisons were placed 5 feet away from
participants 2 and 3 during this step.
STEP 11B- Brief Joint Control Training (Set 1)
If generalization did not occur in Step 10, a brief joint control training with Set 1
shapes would be given to the participant.
STEP 12- Generalization Test 2 (Set 2)
This step was identical to Step 10.
STEP 13- Follow-up Test (Set 2)
This step was identical to Step 10, and it was given to the participant a week
after Step 12.
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Results
Data were taken on the number of correct manded selection, tact, and sequelic
responses during all steps. A “+” was marked for every correct response and a “-“ was
marked for every incorrect response. Two observers took data on each test. All
reliability coefficients were above 91%.
Trials to criteria data were collected during the training steps. However, because
the training criteria for all training steps were specifically defined, data analysis focused
only on the testing steps. The experiment stopped at Step 11a for all participants.
Participant 1
As illustrated in Figure 3, participant 1 made one correct selection during the
Baseline Test with Set 1 shapes. During the first Post-tact Test (Set 1), she made one
correct selection, but not the same one she had initially made. On the next day, she made
three correct selections during the Post-tact Test 2 (Set 1). After her mimetic training,
she made two correct selections during the Post-mimetic/sequelic Test (Set 1) and one
correct selection the next day during the Post-mimetic/sequelic Test 2 (Set 1). None of
the correct selections were accompanied by tact or sequelic responses. That is, she did
not match her hand sign to the shape nor form a hand sign immediately upon hearing the
name of the shape. Prior to the joint control training, correct selection responses of this
participant occurred only eight times out of 40 opportunities.
After reaching an errorless performance (5 out of 5) in joint control training on
the Set 1 shapes, participant 1 made no correct selections during the Baseline Test with
Set 2 shapes and no tact or sequelic responses. However, after tact and mimetic/sequelic
training on Set 2 shapes, participant 1 made correct selections (8 out of 8) with all four
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Set 2 shapes during the Generalization Tests (Set 2) without joint control training on Set
2 shapes. And again, she made 8 out of 8 correct selections with all four of the Set 2
shapes during the follow-up Generalization test the next day. In the Generalization test
(Set 2) and the follow-up Generalization test, all correct selection responses were
accompanied with correct tact and sequelic responses. After the joint control training on
Set 1 shapes, selection responses of this participant on Set 2 shapes were occurring at an
errorless level.
Participant 2
Participant 2 made three correct selections during the Baseline Test with Set 1
shapes (see Figure 3), but this performance was not repeated after tact training during the
Post-tact Test (Set 1). On the next day, she made two correct selections during the Posttact Test 2 (Set 1) and one correct selection in both of the Post- mimetic/sequelic Test (Set
1) and the Post-mimetic/sequelic Test 2 (Set 1). None of the correct selections was
accompanied by tact or sequelic responding. Similar to the first participant, prior to the
joint control training, correct selection responses of this participant occurred at low
levels, in her case, seven times over the 40 trials.
After reaching an errorless performance (5 out of 5) in joint control training on
the Set 1 shapes, participant 2 made one correct selection during the Baseline Test with
Set 2 shapes with no tact or sequelic responses. However, after tact and mimetic/sequelic
training on Set 2 shapes, participant 2 made 8 out of 8 correct selections on Set 2 shapes
with correct sequelic responses on all selections during the Generalization Test (Set 2).
These selection responses were not accompanied by tact responding. In the follow- up
generalization test with Set 2 shapes, participant 2 continued to make 8 out of 8 correct
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selections on Set 2 shapes, however, none of the selection responses was accompanied by
tact or sequelic responding. Nevertheless, after the joint control training, selection
responses of this participant were occurring at an errorless level. Again, joint control
training was given only for Set 1 shapes.
Participant 3
Participant 3 made one correct selection during the Baseline Test with Set 1
shapes (see Figure 3). During the Post-tact Test (Set 1), he made two correct selections
and one of them was the same one that he made during the Baseline Test (Set 1). On the
next day, he made two correct selections during the Post-tact Test 2 (Set 1). Participant 3
made two correct selections in the Post- mimetic/sequelic Test (Set 1) and no correct
selection in the Post- mimetic/sequelic Test 2 (Set 1). None of the correct selections was
accompanied by tact or sequelic responding. Like the other participants, prior to the joint
control training, correct selections occurred at a low level of seven out of 40.
After reaching an errorless performance (5 out of 5) in joint control training on
the Set 1 shapes, participant 3 made two correct selections during the Baseline Test with
Set 2 shapes with no tact or sequelic responding. However, after tact and
mimetic/sequelic training on Set 2 shapes, participant 3 made 8 out of 8 selections on Set
2 shapes with no tact or sequelic responding during both the Generalization Test (Set 2)
and the follow- up Generalization test with Set 2 shapes. Selection responses of this
participant were occurring at the errorless level immediately after the joint control
training.
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Participant 4
Participant 4 made two correct selections during the Baseline Test with Set 1
shapes (see Figure 3). Participant 4 did not make any correct selections during either the
Post-tact Test 1 or Post-tact Test 2 with Set 1 shapes. He made two correct selections
during the Post- mimetic/sequelic Test (Set 1) but no correct selection during Postmimetic/sequelic Test 2 (Set 1). None of the correct selections were accompanied by tact
or sequelic responding. Like the other three participants, prior to the joint control
training, correct selection responses rarely occurred.
After reaching an errorless performance (5 out of 5) in joint control training on
the Set 1 shapes, participant 4 made 8 out of 8 correct selections during the Baseline Test
with Set 2 shapes when the experimenter used the original spoken names for these
shapes. It is not clear why selection responses were occurring during this step where both
the spoken sample and the comparisons were untrained and unreinforced in the past.
However, when the experimenter used new spoken names for the same shapes (Set 2),
participant 4 made no correct selections during the Baseline Test with Set 2 shapes. After
the tact and mimetic/sequelic training on Set 2 shapes with new spoken names,
participant 4 made 4 out of 8 (50%) correct selections on Set 2 shapes in the
Generalization Test (Set 2). In this step, participant 4 made 4 out of 4 correct selections
on two of the Set 2 shapes with correct tact and sequelic responding. In the same step,
participant 4 made 4 out of 4 correct sequelic responses when he heard the spoken name
of the other two of the Set 2 shapes, however, his tact responses were incorrect with these
two shapes, and he made the incorrect selection responses on these two shapes. The
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same responses occurred with participant 4 during the follow- up Generalization Test with
Set 2 shapes.
Summary
This study looked at applying joint control to the analysis of name-object
symmetry in the manded selection responses of four non-vocal children with autism. In
the initial phase of training, the children were taught to tact four shapes by using arbitrary
hand signs, to mimic hand signs shown by the experimenter, and to match the hand signs
with their corresponding spoken names (sequelic), all four participants were able to do
this. It was expected that these trainings would not lead to name-object relations (or the
manded selection responses). In fact they did not. In the subsequent training, shapeselection responses were brought under joint control such that when given an object’s
name to rehearse (i.e., self- mimetic), participants were trained to select only the object
that (jointly) evoked a tact (object- name) with the same topography as the one the
participant was rehearsing (mimetic). All four participants learned to select under joint
control training. Interestingly, for two of the participants, joint control self- mimetic/tact
training was necessary for correct selection, but self- mimetic did not appear overtly in the
Generalization Test (Set 2). In subsequent tests of generalization with novel stimuli, the
untrained/unreinforced name-object symmetry occurred immediately. Thus, the study
showed that the joint control training procedure based on verbal behavior principles
supplied missing links for the selection responses of non-vocal children with autism.
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Discussion
In all the Baseline Tests for Set 1 shapes for all participants, correct selection
responses occurred from one to three times in eight opportunities. In both the Post-tact
Test (Set 1) and the Post-tact Test 2 (Set 1), selection responses still were occurring at
low levels over all participants, as there were only a total of ten correct selections made
in 64 trials. Again, correct selections rarely occurred in the Post- mimetic/sequelic Test 1
& 2 (Set 1). The results clearly showed that prior to the joint control training, selection
responses did not occur spontaneously even after tact training or mimetic/sequelic
training.
In the Generalization Test (Set 2), the correlation between accurate selection
responses, and sequelic and tact responses performed by participant 1 and 4 were in
accord with what would be expected if accurate selection did indeed depend on joint
control. In the same step, the correlation between accurate selections and accurate
sequelics performed by participants 1, 2, and 4 could be an indication that sequelics
served as mediating responses in participants’ selections.
For participant 3, although his selection responses in the Generalization Tests
were not accompanied by overt tact or sequelic responding, his selection responses were
still occurring at 100% accuracy in both Generalization Tests and with the comparisons
placed 5 feet away from him. These accurate selections were dependent on his errorless
performance in joint control training (step 6). His “bi-directional relation” did not occur
after acquisition of tacts, mimetic, or sequelics, but only after these responses were
brought under joint control. Where for participants 1, 2, and 4, sequelic responding
served as mediating responses in their selection responses, participant 3 was able to make
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accurate selections without overt mediating responses. Two explanations might account
for the differences observed in the participants’ performance. First, the sequelic
responding in participant 3 might be a covert response instead of an overt one during
selection. Second, the sequelic responding might overlap with other operants as the size
of the operant unit changed as a result of the joint control training.
Covert responding
It is often observed that typically developed children and adults can make
accurate selections without overt mediating responses. This is also true in the example of
reading. When children or adults first learn to read, it is often observed that they read by
moving their lips, or at an audible level. As they become more fluent at reading, their
lips begin to move less and less, or they begin to read in silence. At this point, reading
becomes covert instead of overt. The same may occur with selection responding.
Selection responses may first be accompanied by overt mediating responses as was
observed in participant 1, 2, and 4. For participant 3, these mediating responses may
have occurred covertly. Thus, the selection responses performed by participant 3 were
similar to the selection responses seen in typically developed children and adults, that is,
in the absence of an overt mediating responding. The same can be said about the
selection responses made by participant 2 in the follow-up generalization test (Set 2)
when she made accurate selections in the absence of tact and sequelic responding.
Future studies should focus on exploring the role of self-echoic and/or selfmimetic in the joint control training procedures. This could be demonstrated by blocking
self-echoic responses while selecting a new set of items after joint control training of a
first set of items. For example, a participant could be taught to enga ge in self-echoic
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responding while selecting a cup from an array of four items under joint control training.
Engaging in self-echoic responding while selecting for example a “pen” as a new item
would be expected in the subsequent generalization tests. At this time, the self-echoic
responding could be blocked by asking the participant to repeat the word “apple.” If the
performance were unaffected, it would be clear that covert self-echoics were not
occurring. In contrast, if performance deteriorated, the n the importance of self-echoics
(either overt or covert) would be demonstrated.
Functional units and overlapping controls
Another explanation for the differences observed in the participants’ performance
could involve a change in the size of the operant as different controls overlap. As
Skinner (1957) stated “some intraverbal operants are composed of, or share parts with,
others…there is no minimal repertoire similar to that which approaches mimicry in
echoic behavior or permits the skilled reader to pronounce a new word in a text.” (p. 7677). Overlapping controls or the combining of units is often observed in many daily
activities. For example, when a child first learns to dress himself, he might learn to put
on his shirt and pants separately, then in a chain. However, when he becomes more
fluent at dressing himself, his dressing routine becomes a larger operant instead of a
chain of smaller operants.
The overlapping of tact and sequelic controls could be a result of the joint control
training. In the present study, a problem (“give me the ___”) was first introduced to the
participant who had no immediate solution. Each component of the solution (e.g., tact
and sequelic) was then taught to the participant, but this did not result in the problem
being solved. However, when these components were taught to the participant jointly,
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the problem was solved immediately. A single unit of behavior was not sufficient to solve
a problem. However, when multiple units of behavior overlapped as seen in the joint
control training, a problem could then be solved sufficiently. Multiple control in both
verbal and non-verbal behaviors in problem solving could also be observed in other types
of problem solving. For example, a blacksmith may have composed a poem (e.g., “up
high, down low, up quick, down slow. And that’s the way to blow.”) in facilitating
effective behavior or in discussing effective behavior with other blacksmiths. Thus, as
stated by Skinner (1969), “By occasionally reciting the poem, possibly in phase with the
action, he could strengthen important characteristics of his own behavior. By recalling it
upon a remote occasion, he could reinstate an effective performance.” (p. 139). The same
can be observed in the selection responses of the participants in this study. The joint
control training bridged several verbal operants together to evoke the selection responses
when the problem “give me the ___ (shape)” was given to the participants.
Future studies should also focus on exploring the role of joint control in complex
behaviors such as problem solving, memory, rule-governed behavior, etc. Take problem
solving as an example. One set of solutions of a math problem could be taught to a
participant using the joint control training procedures (training components of identified
skills as verbal rules jointly), and generality on other problems tested. This would show
the role of joint control in general problem solving.
Limitations of the present study
There are two limitations in the present study. First, this study was conducted
with only four participants. The results might not generalize to future participants.
Second, this study was conducted with non-vocal participants diagnosed with autism.
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The results might not generalize to future participants diagnosed with other types of
disabilities.
Applied implications
Devany et. al. (1986) suggested that training in equivalence-class formation or
similar behavioral processes should assist in language acquisition and vice versa (p. 254).
This study indicated that joint control training can produce results similar to those
described by equivalence relation classes. In addition, joint control training is a simpler
and shorter procedure than procedures used in equivalence relation studies. Joint control
training does not require an enormous amount of training time, and it does not require
specific equipment for training or testing. Furthermore, the error rates of the participants’
performance are much lower in the joint control training than in typical equivalence
relation procedures.
As the present study showed, training under joint control provided a simple and
parsimonious method to produce generalized symmetrical responding in non-vocal
children with autism. In additio n, this study had three implications for teaching nonvocal children with autism in educational settings. First, one should not assume that bidirectional responding will occur spontaneously in non-vocal children with autism.
Training non-vocal children with autism the tact relation is not sufficient to produce
manded selection responses. This study demonstrated that only after joint control
training did bi-directional responding occur. Second, while some practitioners might take
the trial-and-error approach in teaching selection responses to children with autism, joint
control training procedures offer a procedure with lower error rates for teaching. Finally,
the acquisition rates of the participants were much higher using the joint control training
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than using traditional teaching methodologies. All of the participants were able to
complete this study within a surprisingly short time. They were able to acquire four
selection responses in two or fewer 30- minute sessions, and generalized responding to
two to four novel stimuli in another two or fewer 30- minute sessions. The results showed
that non-vocal children with autism were able to acquire at least six to eight selection
responses in less than a week. Thus, by combining joint control with verbal behavior
principles, practitioners could have a more effective teaching technology for children
who do not emit vocal sounds.
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Table 1. Outline of training/testing procedures
Procedure & Stimulus Shape
1. Baseline Test
(Set 1)

Example____________________________
Participant was asked to “give me side.”

2. Tact Training
(Set 1)

Participant learned to match hand sign to the shape
“side.”

3. Post-tact Test
(Set 1)

Participant was asked to “give me side”

4. Mimetic & Sequelic Training
(Set 1)

Participant learned to mimic experimenter’s hand
sign “side.” Also, to sign when asked “side.”

5. Post-mimetic/sequelic Test
(Set 1)

Participant was asked to “give me side”

6. Joint control Training
(Set 1)

Participant learned to sign and match it to shape
before selecting “side.”

7. Baseline Test
(Set 2)

Participant was asked to “give me horn.”

8. Tact Training
(Set 2)

Participant learned to match hand sign to the shape
“horn.”

9. Mimetic & Sequelic Training
(Set 2)

Participant learned to mimic experimenter’s hand
sign. Also to sign when asked “horn.”

10. Generalization Test
(Set 2)

Participant was asked to “give me horn.”

11a. Follow- up generalization Test
(Set 2)

Participant was asked to “give me horn” a week
later.

11b. Brief joint control Training
(Set 1)

Participant learned to sign and match it to shape
before selecting “side.”

12. Generalization Test
(Set 2)

Participant was asked to “give me horn.”

13. Follow- up generalization Test
(Set 2)

Participant was asked to “give me horn” a week
later.
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Verbal behavior under the control of verbal stimuli (Skinner)/ Intraverbal (Vargas)

Point-to-point correspondence

No point-to-point correspondence
Sequelic (Vargas)/Intraverbal (Skinner)

Duplic (Michael)

Codic (Michael)

Echoic (Skinner)

Textual (Skinner)

Identigraphic (Vargas)
Mimetic (Vargas)

Figure 1. New organized labels for verbal relations in the intraverbal category
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Figure 2. Shapes, names, and hand signs for the experiment. Partially adapted from
Lowenkron (1988). Double names for bottom row were given for Participant 4 after he
scored 100% on Baseline Test (Set 2) with top row names.
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LIST OF PATTERNS FOR FIGURE 3.
1.
Selections

2.

Tacts

3.
Sequelics

Selection: Participant picking out a correct shape.
Tacts: Participant matching his or her hand sign to the shape
Sequelics: Participant forming a hand sign immediately upon hearing the name of the
shape.
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Participant 1.
Baseline Test (Set 1)

Trials

2

1

0
One

Two

Straight

Side

Post-tact Test (Set 1)

Trials

2

1

0
One

Two

Straight

Side

Post-tact Test 2 (Set 1)

Trials

2

1

0
One

Two

Straight

Side

Figure 3. Selections occurred only after the joint control training (on Generalization
Tests (Set 2)).
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Post-mimetic/Sequelic Test (Set 1)

Trials

2

1

0
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Two

Straight

Side

Post-mimetic/Sequelic Test 2 (Set 1)

Trials

2

1

0
One

Two

Straight

Side
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Baseline Test (Set 2)

Trials

2

1

0
Line

Three

V
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Generalization Test (Set 2)
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2

1

0
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Three

V
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Generalization Test/Follow-up (Set 2)
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2

1

0
Line

Three

V

Horn
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Participant 2.
Baseline Test (Set 1)
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2

1

0
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Two
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Post-tact Test (Set 1)
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2

1

0
One

Two

Straight

Side

Post-tact Test 2 (Set 1)
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2

1

0
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Two

Straight

Side
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Post-mimetic/Sequelic Test (Set 1)

Trials

2

1

0
One

Two

Straight

Side

Post-mimetic/Sequelic Test 2 (Set 1)

Trials

2

1

0
One

Two

Straight

Side
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Baseline Test (Set 2)
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2

1

0
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V
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Generalization Test (Set 2)
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2

1

0
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V
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2

1

0
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V
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Participant 3.
Baseline Test (Set 1)
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2

1

0
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Post-tact Test (Set 1)
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2

1

0
One

Two

Straight

Side

Post-tact Test 2 (Set 1)
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2

1

0
One

Two

Straight

Side
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Post-mimetic/Sequelic Test (Set 1)
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2

1

0
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Straight

Side

Post-mimetic/Sequelic Test 2 (Set 1)
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2

1

0
One

Two

Straight

Side
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Baseline Test (Set 2)
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1
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Generalization Test/Follow-up (Set 2)
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2

1
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Participant 4.
Baseline Test (Set 1)
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2

1

0
One

Two

Straight
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Post-tact Test (Set 1)
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2

1

0
One

Two

Straight

Side

Post-tact Test 2 (Set 1)
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Post-mimetic/Sequelic Test (Set 1)

Trials

2

1

0
One

Two

Straight

Side

Post-mimetic/Sequelic Test 2 (Set 1)

Trials

2

1

0
One

Two

Straight

Side

Baseline Test (Set 2)
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2

1

0
Line

Three

V

Horn
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Baseline Test (Set 2)

Trials

2

1

0
Dots

Wave

Peace

Kit

Generalization Test (Set 2)

Trials

2

1

0
Dots

Wave

Peace

Kit

Generalization Test /Follow-up (Set 2)

Trials

2

1

0
Dots

Wave

Peace

Kit
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PROFILE OF QUALIFICATIONS
•
•
•
•
•
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Possess outstanding communication skills, in both written and oral expression. An
active and effective listener. Equally fluent in English and Mandarin.
Possess analytical skills to work with individuals of widely diverse disabilities; ethnic
and regional origins; levels of intelligence, education and awareness; cultural and
economic orientations; ages; and lifestyles.
Observant, perceptive and analytical. Self- motivating, well organized and thorough.
Experienced in working as a member of an interdisciplinary team.
Qualified to conceive, implement, and adapt programs and techniques to respond
effectively and efficiently to each person’s individual needs and capabilities. Capable
of utilizing proper case management procedures.
Knowledgeable and skilled in working under crisis conditions and with cultural and
social differences, in resolving conflicts, and in promoting harmonious relationships
upon a positive and sustaining basis.
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Receive a Doctor of Education Degree with an emphasis in Behavior Analysis from the
Department of Ed ucational Psychology, West Virginia University, in August of 2004.
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from the Department of Psychology, California State University, Los Angeles, in July of
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Applied Behavior Analysis from the Department of Psychology, California State
University, Sacramento, in October of 1996.
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Behavior Consultant. Applied Behavior Consultants, Inc. Sacramento, California,
1/1997-6/2001. Providing services to both school district and regional center clients.
Performing functional assessments. Provide trainings to teachers, instructional aides,
and parents on implementing behavioral procedures, discrete trial teaching methodology,
the Picture Exchange Communication System, generalization training, and task analysis
when teaching complex behaviors. Consultation role includes monitoring clients’
programs, providing on-going training, collecting data, progressing lessons,
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troubleshooting problems that the teams (teacher, parents, and tutors) are having,
overlapping with the individual tutors, running weekly clinic meetings, observing
individual client in generalized environments, and answering questions for the
parents/school staff.
Behavior Consultant. Behavior Change Associates, West Hill, California, 8/19996/15/2000. Providing services to both school distric t and regional center clients.
Performing functional assessments. Provide trainings to teachers, instructional aides,
and parents on implementing behavioral procedures, discrete trial teaching methodology,
the Picture Exchange Communication System, generalization training, and task analysis
when teaching complex behaviors. Consultation role includes monitoring clients’
programs, providing on-going training, collecting data, progressing lessons,
troubleshooting problems that the teams (teacher, parents, and tutors) are having,
overlapping with the individual tutors, running weekly clinic meetings, observing
individual client in generalized environments, and answering questions for the
parents/school staff.
Instructor. California State University, Los Angeles, 4/2000-6/2000. Teaching a class
of 20 graduate students in Advanced Behavioral Contingency Management in Schools.
Lectures included Behavior Analysis Principles, various behavior management
interventions, and training students in performing functional assessments, consultation
skills, writing effective behavior procedures, data collection methodology, and
counseling with parents and school staffs when implementing the behavior procedures.
Program Director. SEEK Education, San Marino, 8/2000-6/2001. Training behavior
consultants and behavior technicians to provide services to both school district and
regional center clients. Services include provide training and workshops to teachers,
instructional aides, and parents on implementing behavioral procedures, discrete trial
teaching methodology, the Picture Exchange Communication System, generalization
training, and task analysis when teaching complex behaviors. Setting up program
protocol and proposal of the agency. And providing clinical supervision to behavior
consultants and behavior technicians.
Instructor. California State University, Los Angeles, 4/2001-6/2001. Teaching a class
of 40 undergraduate students in Self-change behavior Management. Lectures included
Behavior Analysis Principles, Cognitive-Behavioral Based interventions, various
behavior management interventions, and training students in performing functional
assessments, writing and implementing effective behavior procedures, data collection
methodology in self-behavior management.
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Conference in China (2002), Member of the delegation group of Association for
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“Introduction to Behavior Analysis and Treating Children with Autism. ”
Workshops in China (2002), Applied Behavior Consultant, Inc. Presenter and
translator,
“Applied Behavior Analysis and Treatment for Children with Autism.”
Workshops in China (2004), Applied Behavior Consultnats, Inc. Presenter and
translator,
“Applied Behavior Analysis and Treatment for Children with Autism.”
International Society for Behaviorology (Conference, 2004), Paper Address,
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with Autism.”
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